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ABOUT US

Combining London chic with Cotswold Tetbury charm – Mayfair & Grace provides our
customers with the finest products and services that will make you look, feel and smell
exquisite. 

We specialise in luxury, natural and organic
brands and, with the help of our expert stylists,
colour technicians, spa therapists and retail
advisors, we can attend to your every need.

Feel welcomed on arrival with some Aveda tea
whilst browsing our store, with its high
ceilings, bespoke chandelier and fabulous
centre piece. Our talented make-up artists can
assist you with the latest looks, offering help
and advice in our specially designed studio. 

The spa and salon is a calming retreat set over
four floors, delivering plant-inspired beauty
and hair treatments based on healing
traditions from around the world. The salon is
led by our team of highly skilled hairdressing
professionals who use Aveda’s up to 99%
naturally derived products.

We carefully source the best international brands
to ensure that our customers are provided with
the best products that truly deliver results – only
then are they Mayfair & Grace approved.

Everyone here at Mayfair & Grace adores what
they do and we never tire of the excitement.
Finding the finer things is a mission of ours –
it’s such a big world full of secret discoveries
to be made with treasures to find and we can’t
wait to share them!





LADIES’ HAIR CUTTING & BLOW DRY

Our team of stylists are highly experienced in working with all hair types and textures.
After a personalised consultation, enjoy an Aveda Sensory Journey using natural essential
oils and a Stress-Relieving Scalp and Shoulder Ritual before your service.

Young Looks

Blow Dry Services
 prices from

Ladies Cut & Finish Ladies Restyle & Finish

Girls ............................... from £32  
Boys ............................... from £22

The Ultimate Aveda Blow Dry ................ From £47
(for hair below the shoulders)

Blow Dry ................................................ From £37
(for hair above the shoulders)

Blow Dry Following A Colour Service ....From £26

Creative Director ............................. £69.95
Style Director       ............................. £69.95
Master Stylist       ............................. £65.95
Stylist                     ............................. £ 49

Creative Director ............................. £84 
Style Director       ............................. £84
Master Stylist       ............................. £81 
Stylist                     ............................. TBC

Cut & Finish





AVEDA FULL SPECTRUM™ HAIR COLOUR

Our colour uses plant power instead of petrochemicals and is manufactured with 100%
certified wind power. Immerses hair in up to 99% naturally derived* formulas for essentially
damage-free results. 

Full Head Highlights
Half Head Highlights 
T-Section Foils
Full Head  Colour            
Roots 
Ombré/Balayage
Colour Change/Correction      
Toner following Highlights

£149
£109
£89

£75
£65
£145
 

Creative Director Master Stylist Senior Stylist Stylist

Note: 

The service prices above are starting prices only. 
 All colour services for hair with extreme thickness and length
will be charged an additional £25 at the discretion of the salon.

All services booked will be charged for. 
A skin sensitivity test is required at least 48 hours prior to your 
appointment if you have not had Aveda colour in the last 12 
months at Mayfair & Grace or if there has been any change in 
medical circumstances.

* from plants, non-petroleum minerals or water  
Learn more at aveda.co.uk

Services, Prices From

£139
£99

£79
£69
£59
£135

£129
£89 

£69
£65
£55
 £125

£109
£79
£59

£60
£50
£115
 Prices upon consultation

£29.50



HAIR TREATMENTS

HAIR STYLING & HAIR UP
Whether you’re looking for a quick fix or the ultimate special occasion hair, our
stylists can create the perfect look for you.

Using innovative plant microtechnology, our hair treatments penetrate strands for intense
moisture and repair. Restoring balance to the ecosystem of your scalp, it’s perfect for dry or
damaged hair that lacks shine.

Botanical Repair™ Treatment 

Botanical Repair™ Colour Treatment 

Dry Styling ............................ £30             Occasion Hair/Hair Up ......... £99
(Curling, Plaits)

Bridal Hair ........................... priced upon consultation

Botanical Repair™ Scalp & Hair Treatment 

Aveda Shine & Gloss Treatment ................................................... 

 ........................................................... £30

 £45

........................................ £58

 ............................................. £30

(15 mins)

(15 mins)

(1h 15 mins) 

This treatment, created specifically to be performed during a colour service, repairs and strengthens hair from the inside out,
ensuring even colour deposition and improving colour longevity. In 10 minutes, your hair is visibly revived with lasting colour.

Botanical Repair™ gives you luminous, healthy-looking hair by combining the power of touch with aromatherapeutic essential oils
to create a healthy scalp – the foundation for beautiful hair. Includes Blowdry

Add deep repair to any service! In just 10 minutes, damaged hair can bounce back, strengthened and repaired from the inside out.
This treatment multiplies bonds at the core, for hair that is visibly revived, shinier – full of life.

from



 HAIR EXTENSIONS

Inspired by catwalk secrets, Balmain Paris Hair Couture have developed a range of hair
extensions infused with Silk Protein that represents true Parisian luxury. If you’re looking to
add length to your locks, or simply want to add volume and thickness, Balmain hair
extensions are the perfect addition. 

To ensure that we recommend the right extensions
for you, please book a consultation with one of our
specialists who will give you personalised advice
and a cost.

Hair Extensions Consultation  ................... £30
Full Head Nano Rings £300 plus hair costing*
Full Head Tape Application £175 plus the hair
costing*

*Hair costing will vary due to the length and
thickness of the guests hair.





MEN’S GROOMING

The merging of traditional barbering and holistic well-being, bringing you the best in
grooming and men’s maintenance.

Shampoo & Cut* 

Back Wax 

Back & Chest Wax 

Men’s Pedicure 

Elemis Mens Facial  

One Grade All-Over Clipper Cut  

Men’s Manicure 

£37

£47

£20

£32

£40

 £60

£105

£32 £30 £28 £25(30 mins)

. . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

 . . . . . . . . . .  

*Hair shampoo and cut based on consultation

Artistic Master Master Stylist Senior Stylist Stylist Junior Stylist

Traditional clipper cut  

Leave your feet looking and feeling fabulously pampered with our
pedicure services.

Transform the skin’s texture whilst minimising the look of uneven tone,
pigmentation, enlarged pores and congestion for a renewed, stunningly
smooth complexion. A powerful combination of light therapy and
rejuvenating Galvanic current leaves skin looking balanced with
improved clarity. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, LED Light Therapy &
Galvanic

Cleanse, cuticle work, shape and buff. Finish with a Stress-Relieving Hand
Ritual.

(55 mins) 





ELEMIS FACIALSBESPOKE SKIN WELLNESS POWERED BY ELEMIS
The Pro-Glow BIOTEC Facial treatment menu harnesses the
revolutionary power of advanced cold therapy with our NEW
Subzero CryO2 Therapy, Advanced Light Therapy,
Microcurrent, Galvanic and Oxygen Infusions. In just one
treatment, skin is visibly rejuvenated, refreshed and radiant

Pre-book and pay for 5 Elemis facials
and get your 6th facial FREE

Pro - Glow Renewal Facial +…...55 min £110
ELEMIS’ signature deep cleansing Skin
Wellness facial delivers 27,000 vibrations* per
second to draw out impurities, improve texture
and boost renewal, unveiling a healthy, lit-
from-within glow. In one treatment, skin looks
visibly refreshed, renewed and radiant. 
Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic Resurfacing

Pro - Glow Cryo Sculpt + +…...55 min £110
Harnessing the power of Cryotherapy to firm
and depuff, this advanced sculpting facial
helps to define contours, tone and rejuvenate
the skin, revealing a visibly lifted appearance.
Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, CryO2 & LED
Light Therapy 7-in-1 Mask

Pro - Glow Smooth + …...55 min £110
This powerful anti-ageing facial utilises
microcurrent pluses to help strengthen muscle
memory whilst visibly smoothing the look of
fine lines and wrinkles. An Oxygen Infusion
helps to plump out lines, restore elasticity and
increase hydration, for a visibly youthful
appearance. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic,
Microcurrent & Oxygen Infusion

Pro - Glow Resurface +…...55 min £110
Transform the skin’s texture whilst minimising the look of uneven
tone, pigmentation, enlarged pores and congestion for a renewed,
stunningly smooth complexion. A powerful combination of light
therapy and rejuvenating Galvanic current leaves skin looking
balanced with improved clarity. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, LED
Light Therapy & Galvanic

Pro - Glow Brilliance +…...55 min £110
Awaken dull, lacklustre complexions with this radiance-boosting
facial. A combination of Galvanic current, Oxygen Infusion and high
potency actives energises the skin and replenishes moisture, for a
visibly brighter, healthy appearance. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic,
Galvanic & Oxygen Infusion

Pro - Glow Genius Facial + …...75 min £125
Featuring ELEMIS ULTRA SMART Pro-Collagen formulas, this
ultimate high performance facial sculpts, smoothes, firms and
illuminates the skin. All 5 BIOTEC upgrades are harnessed for
maximum, multi-faceted rejuvenation after just one treatment.
Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, Microcurrent, Galvanic, Light Therapy
& Oxygen Infusion



ELEMIS FACIALS

Pro - Glow Renewal Facial …...55 min £105
ELEMIS’ signature triple cleanse facial provides
hyper-focused resurfacing and
moisture boosting results to unlock a healthy,
lit-from within glow. In just one treatment, skin
looks visibly refreshed, renewed and radiant.

Pro - Glow Smooth  …...55 min £105
This powerful anti-ageing facial smooths the
look of fine lines and wrinkles, fills out
expression lines and plumps skin with optimal
hydration to reveal a youthful appearance

Pro - Glow Resurface …...55 min £105
Transform the skin’s texture whilst minimising
the look of uneven skin tone, enlarged pores
and congestion for a renewed, stunningly
smooth complexion

Pro - Glow Brilliance …...55 min £105
Awaken dull, lacklustre-looking skin with this
radiance boosting facial for a visibly brighter,
glowing complexion.

Pro - Glow Genius Facial …... 75 min £120
Featuring ELEMIS ULTRA SMART Pro-Collagen formulas,
this ultimate high performance facial restores bounce and
resilience whilst smoothing, firming and illuminating the
skin for maximum, multi-faceted rejuvenation in just one
treatment. 

Pre-book and pay for 5 Elemis facials
and get your 6th facial FREE



Freestyle Deep Tissue Massage…...60 min  £90
Your therapist will select an aromatic oil according to your
concerns, including muscle pain, stress relief, relaxation or
balance. The flowing massage works deep into the tension,
encouraging optimum circulation.

Deeper Than Deep Hot  Stone Massage…...60 min £90
Balinese stones bathed in Frangipani Monoi Body Oil are worked
deep into the muscles, targeting areas of tension. The result is
sparkling vitality with the bonus of intensely hydrated skin.

Peaceful Pregnancy Massage…...75 min £105
This intuitive, restorative and relaxing massage for mothers-to-
be deeply hydrates skin that is expanding to accommodate a
growing baby. Aromatics are specially selected for optimum
wellness and deep calm.

Pre-book and pay for 5 Elemis Body
treatments and get your 6th FREE

ELEMIS Body Treatments 



Double up on the luxury by combining some of our best-loved
treatments as part of our spa packages.  Whether you're
looking to pamper yourself or you'd like to gift a loved on, these
packages are the ideal treat to relax and unwind.

Ultimate Signature £190
 Includes:
Full body massage 55 mins
Biotech Facial 55 mins

Restore & Harmonise £85
Back Massage 25 mins
Facial 25 mins

Essential Recharge £75
45mins
Back, Neck, Shoulder and Scalp massage

Pre-book and pay for 5 Elemis Body
treatments and get your 6th FREE

Spa Packages



Environ creates scientifically researched and developed skincare products that make a
real lasting difference to the appearance of the skin so that consumers everywhere can
have a beautiful skin for a lifetime.

ELECTRO-SONIC ESSENTIAL TREATMENTS
Future proof your skin with Environ’s leading electro-sonic facials. Combining pulsed iontophoresis
with low frequency sonophoresis, help deliver more of what your skin needs in the places it needs it
the most - making a real, lasting difference to your skin.

60 minutes ............................. £85  90 minutes ............................... £99

ESSENTIAL YOUTH RESET

ESSENTIAL COMFORT CALM

ESSENTIAL MOISTURE BOOST

ESSENTIAL RADIANCE REVEAL

Ideal for sensitive, irritated skin. A powerful combination of
smart ingredients, leaving the skin feeling soothed with a
healthy radiance.

Helps soften the appearance of fine lines, sun-damage and
sagging skin with our peptide and vitamin packed facial for a
more youthful appearance.

Helps reduce the appearance of fine lines caused by
dehydration and increases the plumpness of the deeper layers
of the skin. Hyaluronic acid is the hero ingredient, promoting
moisturised and glowing skin.

A targeted solution for sun-damaged or pigmented skin.
Boosting the skin with the correct combination of ingredients,
resulting in flawless, radiant looking skin.

ENVIRON FACIALS

Pre-book and pay for 5 Environ facials
and get your 6th facial FREE



Vitamin A is an essential skin nutrient that has to be

replenished every day for skin to appear healthier and 

more resilient. But when you combine vitamin A with other

essential skin nutrients like antioxidants and peptides, 

that’s when you begin to see – and feel – beautiful skin

through science. 

REBORN BEAUTIFULTM

your skin

www.environskincare.com



COOL PEEL® TECHNOLOGY
®

ELECTRO-SONIC FOCUS-ON TREATMENTS 

£65

Specially developed to target specific areas using Environ’s revolutionary dual electro-sonic DF
technology, ensuring that your primary skincare concerns are directly addressed – perfect for when
time is limited.

30 minutes  ........ £55 

Environ’s unique Cool Peel Technology is a non-invasive, intelligent skin renewal system developed
by Dr Des Fernandes, to safely and effectively help refine, revive and brighten skin. Experience a
real, lasting difference to skin through beautiful science.

60 minutes ..... £85 

FOCUS-ON EYE treatment

BRIGHT RECOVERY COOL PEEL

BLEMISH CONTROL COOL PEEL

FOCUS-ON FROWN treatment

VIBRANT-C COOL PEEL 

DEEP CLEANSING COOL PEEL

MOISTURE BOOST COOL PEEL

FOCUS-ON TEXTURE treatment

FOCUS-ON EVEN TONE treatment

. . . . . . . . . . . .  

This cool peel treatment assists with reducing the appearance
of premature ageing, fine lines, sun-damage and an uneven
skin complexion. 

This gentle lactic acid cool peel assists with reducing the
appearance of premature ageing, fine lines and uneven
toned skin complexion as a result of excessive sun
exposure.

This powerful cool peel therapy assists with the management
of blemish prone, distressed skin, by purifying, cleansing and
assisting to unclog pores and dissolve impurities. 

Combining our powerful peptide complexes with hyaluronic
acid, this treatment ensures a completely refreshed, hydrated
and youthful appearance. 

An iconic peptide blend assists in reducing the appearance
of expression and frown lines around the eyes and
forehead, resulting in a more youthful appearance. 

The powerful combination of vitamins A, C and AHA is a
unique approach to assist in lightening the appearance of
pigmented marks, resulting in a more even-toned and
brighter complexion.

This deep cleansing treatment is gentle in exfoliating the
skin’s surface, yet effective in purifying and assisting to
control the appearance of congested, breakout-prone skin.

Designed to gently buff the skin’s surface and focus on
revitalising dry, tired-looking skin to reveal a healthy glow. This
gentle yet effective peel is suitable to do all year round.

Dual electro-sonic, cool peel, and micro perfusion improve
the appearance of mild scarring, revealing smoother, evenly
textured skin. 

A concentrated, vitamin C infused peel is proven to deliver a
healthy complexion with an even skin tone and texture.
Perfect for sun-damaged, pigmented and mature skin.

(45 mins) 



FACE COST PER
TREATMENT

30% OFF COURSE OF
10 SESSIONS

Upper Lip £55 £385

Chin or Sides of Face £70 £490

Lip & Chin £95 £665

Jawline & Chin or Neck £95 £665

Jaw, Chin & Upper Lip £110 £770

Full Face £145 £1015

Full Face & Front of Neck £165 £1155

Front or Back of Neck £95 £665

Front & Back of Neck £130 £910

LASER TREATMENTS
Face

Mayfair & Grace Introduce
Revolutionary ‘Pain-Free’
Alexandrite Laser Hair
Removal Treatment in the
Cotswolds.

We only use the best equipment
possible to treat our clients,
ensuring the safest and most
clinically effective treatments
possible. With this in mind, we are
delighted to announce that we
have recently added the world’s
most exciting development in
‘pain-free’ laser hair removal
technology: The Motus by DEKA.
This new and unique laser hair
removal device uses a specialist
new technology: Moveo. This
advanced technology allows us to
use the exact type of laser
considered by dermatologists as
“most effective in laser hair
removal treatments” (Alexandrite)
but in a new ‘pain-free’ mode! 



BODY COST PER
TREATMENT

30% OFF COURSE OF
10 SESSIONS

Underarm £85 £595

Bikini (Standard) £95 £665

Bikini (Brazilian) £130 £910

Bikini (Full Hollywood) £165 £1155

Half Leg £145 £1015

Full Leg £165 £1155

LASER TREATMENTS
Body

Frequently Asked Questions:

 How does hair removal work? Light
is emitted and absorbed within the hair,
which is then converted into heat
energy damaging the hair follicle.

What does it feel like? With the
standard laser hair removal treatments,
you can feel what is described as a "hot
flick" of an elastic band during
treatment. However, with the brand
new pain free Motus Moveo treatment,
you will feel little to no sensation at all.
The built-in chill tip allows even more
comfort for clients.

Who is suitable for treatment?
Most people are suitable for treatment.
We recommend a consultation with
your laser technician to ascertain if the
treatment will be successful for you.
Grey/white hair has no melanin so is
not recommended for treatment.

Please note: A patch test is required 1 week prior to treatment 



For Men COST PER
TREATMENT

30% OFF COURSE OF
10 SESSIONS

Upper Cheeks £65 £455

Front or Back of Neck £95 £665

Beard £140 £980

Underarm £95 £665

Lower Arm, Chest or Stomach £140 £980

Whole Arm or Full Back £205 £1435

Shoulders & Upper Arms £205 £1435

Upper Leg £250 £1759

Full Leg £385 £2695

LASER TREATMENTS
Male Treatments

We offer a safe, long term
solution to unwanted, excess
hair for both men and women.

Treatment is suitable for the face
and body, is quick and results can
be seen from just a few sessions.

How many sessions will I need?
The number of sessions required
varies from client to client and
depends on many factors.
However, as a guideline, it is
always recommended to complete
at least a course of six sessions
per treatment area.

How long will it take for me to
see results? Clinical studies show
that clients have seen outstanding
results in as little as four sessions.

Please note: A patch test is
required 1 week prior to

treatment 



Laser Skin Rejuventation COST PER
TREATMENT

20% OFF COURSE OF 6
SESSIONS

Half Face £135 £648

Full Face £175 £840

Neck £125 £600

Chest £150 £720

Hands £100 £480

Full Face & Neck £300 £1440

Full Face, Neck & Chest £440 £2112

LASER TREATMENTS
Skin Rejuvenation

Boost your collagen to lift,
tighten the skin and
rejuvenate lacklustre skin. 

This treatment will also help to
reduce the appearance of fine
lines and smooth wrinkles
pigmentation and redness.

How does skin rejuvenation
work? Pulses of light are
emitted to target skin
discolouration (brown and red
lesions) and create a more
youthful even complexion. In
addition, the laser stimulates the
skin leading to an increased
production of new collagen and
elastin. This improves the skin,
evening out the texture whilst
reducing the appearance of lines
and wrinkles. The skin will also
become tighter and the
appearance of scarring can be
reduced. 

What does it feel like?
The treatments can feel mildly
uncomfortable, but no anesthesia is
required. Most describe this
treatment like quick pin prick along
with a warming sensation. 

 How many sessions will I need?
Treatments are carried out every 2-
4 weeks and we recommend a
course of 6 treatments for best
results. 



Pigmentation Removal COST PER
TREATMENT

15% OFF COURSE OF 3
SESSIONS

Single Lesion £75 £192

Cheeks £100 £255

Cheeks & Nose £150 £383

Half Face £180 £460

Full Face £200 £510

Full Face & Neck £250 £640

Full Face, Neck & Chest £300 £765

Chest Only £180 £460

Hands £150 £383

LASER TREATMENTS
Pigmentation Removal

Restore an uneven skin tone for
a youthful and healthy looking
skin. Suitable for age spots, liver
spots, sun damage and more.
 
How does skin pigmentation
removal work? Pulses of light are
released and are readily absorbed
by the high concentration of the
melanin found within the
pigmented lesions. The rapid
absorption of light energy heats the
melanin and causes the
destruction of the melanin rich
cells. This triggers the body's
natural healing process to
stimulate the growth of new
healthy skin tissue.

How many sessions will I need?
The number of treatments will
depend on the type and size of the
pigmented lesion but typically 1-3
sessions are required at 4-6 week
intervals.



Thread Vein Removal COST PER
TREATMENT

15% OFF COURSE OF 3
SESSIONS

Single Lesion £75 £192

Cheeks £100 £255

Cheeks & Nose £150 £383

Half Face £180 £460

Full Face £200 £510

Full Face & Neck £250 £640

Full Face, Neck & Chest £300 £765

Chest Only £180 £460

Hands £150 £383

LASER TREATMENTS
Thread Vein Removal

Laser therapy is the best way to
deal with unwanted facial
vessels. It reduces the number
of lesions and improves the
skin's condition and
appearance.

How does the treatment work for
facial vessels? Laser energy is
applied to the skin where it is
readily absorbed by the blood
vessels, heating them to the point
where they are destroyed.
Following the treatment, the
vessels quickly clear as they are
reabsorbed by the body, leaving
little or no trace of the original
lesion.

What does it feel like? 
The treatments can feel mildly
uncomfortable, but no anesthesia
is required and it is quite a quick
procedure. Most describe this
treatment like hot quick pin prick.  



Acne Treatment COST PER
TREATMENT

20% OFF COURSE OF 6
SESSIONS

Half Face £95 £456

Full Face £150 £720

Shoulders £150 £720

Chest £150 £720

Full Back £250 £1,200

LASER TREATMENTS
Acne Treatment

We offer a professional acne
treatment that delivers a highly
effective, safe, and proven
method of reducing acne.

How does the treatment work?
Pulses of light are passed over the
affected area. The light and heat
from the laser destroys any
bacteria that is present on the skin
aiding in the reduction of acne.
This treatment also reduces
redness, the appearance of
scaring 

What does it feel like? The
treatments can feel mildly
uncomfortable, but no anesthesia
is required. Most describe this
treatment like quick pin prick along
with a warming sensation. How
many sessions will I need?
Treatments are carried out every
2-4 weeks and we recommend a
course of 6 treatments for best
results.



Laser Fungal Nail COST PER
TREATMENT

20% OFF COURSE OF 6
SESSIONS

One Foot £75 £360

Two Feet £100 £480

LASER TREATMENTS
Fungal Nail

With the use of cutting edge
technology we offer a
professional, safe, quick
solution to fungal nail. 

How does the treatment work?
Light is absorbed by the water in
the skin underneath and around
the nail, creating heat. This heat
helps destroy the dermatophytes
and eliminate the fungal infection.
The laser applicator is placed on
the nail and a short pulse of light is
released. 

What does it feel like? A warm
sensation and some discomforts
are felt during treatment.

How many sessions will I need?
The number of treatments required
varies, although typically 2-6
treatments are needed for optimum
results.



LASER TREATMENTS
Pre & Post Treatments

Test Patch - what to look for?
Test patches are carried out to determine the treatment parameters and to judge how your skin
might react to a full treatment. A test patch is a small area with a similar hair and skin to the
treatment site and allows us to access how well the light energy is being absorbed and whether
your skin is responding as we would expect. 

Pre-Treatment Advice
The area treated must be free from make-up, perfume, deodorant, body and face creams.
Avoid waxing, plucking, hair removal creams and bleaching one month prior to hair removal
treatment. 
Hair should be shaved 24 hours prior to treatment and no longer than 1mm in length. 
The area to be treated must not have an active or fake tan. The use of sun beds or prolonged
sun exposure is not allowed one month prior to treatment

Post Treatment Advice
In order to minimise skin heating and to reduce the possibility of any skin reactions, the treatment
area may be cooled before, during and after the procedure. If the area still feels hot at home, you
can apply a cold flannel or cool pack. Do not allow ice or ice packs into direct contact with your
skin. Following treatment, the area my appear red and raised and you may experience a tingling
sensation. This is completely normal and should settle over the next few days.  
If you have any concerns after your treatment, please get in touch by calling 01666 504128



HANDS & FEET

Leave your hands and feet looking and
feeling fabulously pampered with our
manicure and pedicure services.
Indulge in treatments from hand and foot brand
Margaret Dabbs and choose your colour from
OPI’s range of standard and gel polishes. 

To reduce the risk of smudging colour on the nails 
following your treatment, please bring with you 
some open toe shoes or flip-flops as drying times 
will vary.

HANDS FEET
Deluxe Gel Manicure ...............................£42  
Deluxe Polish Manicure .......................... £37
Deluxe Manicure (no polish) ................... £37
Express Gel Manicure ..............................£32
Express Polish Manicure ........................ £26

Deluxe Gel Pedicure .................................... £58 
Deluxe Polish Pedicure ................................ £53
Deluxe Pedicure (No Polish) ........................ £47
Express Gel Pedicure .................................. £32
Express Polish Pedicure .............................. £26



BROWS & LASHES

TINTING

NOUVEAU LVL LASH LIFT 
LVL lash lift is the revolutionary lash treatment
that creates masses of length, volume and lift
with your own natural lashes. No mascara. No
extensions. No maintenance.

It’s a great alternative to lash extensions and the
perfect way to enhance what you already have,
whether your lashes are long, short, thick or
stubborn. This treatment will create the look of
longer, fuller lashes that make your eyes appear
more open and youthful as well as saving time in
your morning routine.

Eyebrow Tint ............................... £17 
Eyelash Tint ................................ £26

......... £47

* A skin sensitivity test is required 24 hours
prior to any tinting service if you have not had a
lash or brow tint with us in the last 12 months.

Brow lamination is one of the hottest eyebrow
treatments out there right now. With its ability to
manipulate brow hairs into your desired position,
it’s no wonder that brow lovers can’t get enough of
the results

Brow Lamination ...........................£48

BROWSCULPT EYEBROW LAMINATION



HAIR REMOVAL SERVICES

At Mayfair & Grace, we have carefully selected products of the highest standard to ensure
that you get the best results.
Using only the finest resins, natural ingredients and aromatherapy oils, Lycon delivers superior
performance, removing stubborn hair as short as 1mm. The elite Lycon brand offers a choice of hot
wax and Lycon’s unique Lycojet waxes, complemented by pre and post waxing lotions, and retail home
care products - allowing the right combination to be tailored for total customer satisfaction. 

WAXING
All waxing services are thorough, hygienic and friendly,
ensuring your comfort and modesty is respected at all
times.

Eyebrow Shape & Tidy ....................... £18 
Upper Lip ........................................... £16
Lip & Chin .......................................... £26
Underarm .......................................... £20
Half Leg ............................................. £26 
Full Leg ............................................. £47
Bikini ................................................ £26
Brazilian ........................................... £47
Hollywood ........................................ £50



MAKE-UP SERVICES

MAKE-UP LESSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £129
Treat yourself to a makeover with a step-by- step
tutorial from our experts, tailored to your individual
needs. This also includes a lipstick of your choice

SPECIAL OCCASION MAKE-UP ... £99
Allow our artists to create a customised look for your
party or special event – go for full on glamour or chic
and understated.

BRIDAL MAKE-UP PACKAGE ... £295
Our bridal package includes an in-depth 
consultation and trial. (We recommend that this 
takes place at least one month prior to the big 
day.) During this, we will discuss all the important 
details of your wedding – such as your dress style, 
hair style, and any particular ideas you may have 
about your make-up look.

We’ll ensure that you are completely happy with 
your final look, allowing you to relax with a glass 
of bubbles while we work our magic on the big 
day itself! Our package also includes your lipstick 
colour of choice to take with you for any touch-
ups throughout your day. 





GIFT VOUCHERS

MEDICAL INFORMATION

BOOKINGS & CANCELLATIONS

RETAIL

BRIDAL

MOTHER TO BE

RELAX, UNWIND AND ENJOY
Gift vouchers are the perfect way to show your
friends, colleagues, and loved ones just how
much you appreciate them. Our vouchers are
valid for 12 months from the date of issue and
can be redeemed against any treatment or
retail product of their choice. 

We may request a deposit or full payment for some
treatments and services at the time of booking. We
require 48 hours’ notice to cancel or amend an
appointment without charge. If we do not receive
48 hours’ notice and are unable to re- book the
appointment slot, we reserve the right to make a
100% charge of the appointment value.

All clients are asked to complete a full medical
questionnaire before any treatments to ensure
your complete safety and comfort. All
information 
given is completely confidential. 

There is no occasion mores special than your
wedding day. Why not let us take the pressure off
by helping you coordinate your first bridal hair
consultation and complete beauty programme to
make sure that you look and feel amazing on your 
special day. 

At Mayfair & Grace, we have chosen specially
blended oils that are completely safe to use during
pregnancy. However, we can also use neutral oils if
you prefer. All of our treatments are suitable
during pregnancy and can be fully adapted to suit 
your individual needs. 

At Mayfair & Grace, we are proud to stock many
of your best-loved brands. From skincare
saviours such as Dr Hauschka and Caudalie,
wellbeing products from Neom Organics and
Aromatherapy Associates, and all of your
favourite fragrances from Miller Harris.

We hope that your visits at Mayfair & Grace are
always a pleasure and that you enjoy the entire
experience. We value all feedback so that we
can continue to improve our services in the
future. We want you to leave us feeling totally
relaxed, so we respectfully ask that mobile
phones are put on silent during your visit.

GUEST INFORMATION

*All services and prices within this brochure are correct at the time of print and are subject to change. On hair colouring treatments, prices are dependent
on the length and density of your hair and an excess product charge may be applicable.

Note: 

The service prices above are starting prices only. 
 All colour services for hair with extreme
thickness and length will be charged an
additional £25 at the discretion of the salon.

All services booked will be charged for. 
A skin sensitivity test is required at least 48
hours prior to your appointment if you have not
had Aveda colour in the last 12 months at
Mayfair & Grace or if there has been any change
in medical circumstances.



01666 504 128
 

 Pop in

 Call us

 Book on-line

 Download our App

2 Long Street | Tetbury
Gloucestershire | GL8 8AN

mayfairandgrace.co.uk

4 ways to book...

Proud to be stockists for:
AVEDA
AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES
CAUDALIE
ENVIRON
ELEMIS
DR HAUSCHKA
DR VRANJES
JANE IREDALE
L’OCCITANE
MARGARET DABBS
MILLER HARRIS
NEALS YARD
NEOM
OLVERUM
ORTIGIA
MOLTON BROWN
SPACE MASKS
THIS WORKS
...and more brands coming soon!


